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Johannes Winkler
artistic research | composer

www.johanneswinkler.de
contact@johanneswinkler.de

D  O  C  U  M  E  N  T  A  T  I  O  N

subjective autocollages (SAC) - Iteration III
2014 - 2019 ongoing

a recursive interaction between individual experiences and a simple software that supports to condense subjectivity.
life-art method using: experiences, visual diary-collages, collecting data, software to recombine, again: experiences.
subject-oriented: big data, deep learning, recursion, human-computer interface, constructivism, digital spiritualities
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My SAC-Work is a paradox I love to play with and also trust to let it play with me. 
Starting in 2014 it has developped in various stages, media and levels of interactions, I call ‘iterations’. They will be explained in the following pages.
In this document there are some results of ‘iteration III’ - handmade digital collages. Meanwhile I made 600 of them. Each of them originally was a 
‘visual diary’ of my daily life: A collection of photos, written thoughts, plans and correlations. Over time, more and more elements and qualities have
been integrated and organized. They never were meant to be shown to the public due to a non-aesthetic intension and the quite too personal 
‘visual-semantics’. But working with digital image-manipulation filters on top of them, I accidently discovered some interesting new qualities: 
The readable, intimate information has nearly gone and opened a new free colorful art.

Meanwhile 600 handmade digital collages. I visual-semantic grammar. Discovering 
its aesthetic qualities. Using filters to blur to much intimacy. Leading towards an abstract colorful art. The software, structured in its common 
programming-language way, is hold quite simple: it just recombines the input I gave it. The Input are: Photographs of my daily life, my goals, my deep values, 
lists of all people I met (huge list) who are combined as pairs, lists of places I was/want to go, lists of verbs and adjecctives, wikipedia-texts, aestehtics. And 
the collages itself as an Input, so there is some fractal compression going on. So the Computer shows my 'dreams' that I didn't had conscious before, but its 
elements for sure. Lot of the elements I colored in terms of my developped 'color-psychology' that works like this: Red - decision Green - myself Blue - action 
Orange - the other Pink - the value of the other White - the emptyness of the now as starting point Black - the unknown 
to jump into Yellow - relationships
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Overview of the ‘Iterations’:

Iteration I:  making experiences
Iteration II:  documenting the experiences in digital handmade collages. Also making a pool of  reusable symbols in order to establish some ‘language elements’
Iteration III:  filtering the collages to more abstract results - the ones you can see in this document.

Not yet documented stages. (currently, 2019, I am at ‘Iteration VIII’. Results and documents will follow in the next months and years):

Iteration IV:  relearning learning as art, insides, transfers, ‘fractal collages’ = collages of collages = experiences of experiences
Iteration V:  following ‘aesthetic side effects’: visual, musical, conceptual and emotional
Iteration VI:  new media stage: software development: generative combining of thousands of ‘subjective elements’. 
  The subjective collages became ‘auto’ - still my dreams: 2nd order dreams.
Iteration VII:  impulse: sharing some results with people who were ‘auto-collaged’. 
  (the software itself has no learning algorithms - just very simple combination)
Iteration VIII:  making some results of the project itself public
Iteration IX:  making experiences again: a colorful life - and its feedback in SAC again - until ...

systemische Strukturaufstellungen (by M. Varga von KibÃ©d), my texts/poetry. No Programming-Language Experiencing during my learning of the southindian 
rhythmlanguage 
Konnakol So I needed to collect data about Meantime it became the function of an oracle. Aesthetic Side Effects The Goal is a colorful life. 

Meanwhile 600 handmade digital collages. I visual-semantic grammar. Discovering 
its aesthetic qualities. Using filters to blur to much intimacy. Leading towards an abstract colorful art. The software, structured in its common 
programming-language way, is hold quite simple: it just recombines the input I gave it. The Input are: Photographs of my daily life, my goals, my deep values, 
lists of all people I met (huge list) who are combined as pairs, lists of places I was/want to go, lists of verbs and adjecctives, wikipedia-texts, aestehtics. And 
the collages itself as an Input, so there is some fractal compression going on. So the Computer shows my 'dreams' that I didn't had conscious before, but its 
elements for sure. Lot of the elements I colored in terms of my developped 'color-psychology' that works like this: 
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some elements in ‘Iteration III’

people I met in my life, values, feelings, goals, daily situations, conversations, photographs, sketches
topics text-fragments of: poetry, aesthetics, science, music, philosophy, psychology, ethics
organization: geographic maps, tetralemmatic-logics, graphs, body-language, ‘personal visual semantics’
operators: color psychology (see page 04), instructions for actions, embedded older collages, 1 random element
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Texts and images were colored in terms of a personal ‘color-psychology’. I have hold it constant over the years.
The meanings I gave them were the following:

red  - decision 
green  - myself 
blue  - action 
orange   - the other 
pink   - the values of the other 
white   - the emptyness of the now as starting point 
black   - the still unknown to jump into 
yellow   - relationships

Meanwhile 600 handmade digital collages. I visual-semantic grammar. Discovering 
its aesthetic qualities. Using filters to blur to much intimacy. Leading towards an abstract colorful art. The software, structured in its common 
programming-language way, is hold quite simple: it just recombines the input I gave it. The Input are: Photographs of my daily life, my goals, my deep values, 
lists of all people I met (huge list) who are combined as pairs, lists of places I was/want to go, lists of verbs and adjecctives, wikipedia-texts, aestehtics. And 
the collages itself as an Input, so there is some fractal compression going on. So the Computer shows my 'dreams' that I didn't had conscious before, but its 
elements for sure. Lot of the elements I colored in terms of my developped 'color-psychology' that works like this: 
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Working inside and outside with SAC leads to unintented ‘side effects’ on different levels, which keeps it interesting:
By recombining not only elements, but even collages of some years ago inside a recent work, further options and energies emerge.

At that point I started writing a software, that led to ‘Iteration VI’.
It integrates the elements and collages of ‘Iteration III’ into a new dynamic context.
Running on the desktop of my computer, it generates and presents several new constellations per day.
(I also feel free to put some results of it back into the context and aesthetics of ‘Iteration III’).

A documentation and results of the software will follow in the next years.

SAC is inspired by the works of:

Gregory Bateson, Alfred N. Whitehead, Rudolf Kaehr, M. Varga von Kibed
(feel free to contact me if you are familiar with some ideas of A. Badiou)
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Johannes Winkler
artistic research | composer

Johannes Winkler is an artistic researcher and composer.
Academic studies at Folkwang University of the Arts Essen. 
Currently at Tamil Culture Fine Arts Academy Germany.

His work includes compositions of contemporary music, visual and conceptual arts, software prototypes, instrumental experiments 
and 'aesthetic learningcontexts'.

Basis of his recent works is his ongoing project SAC (subjective autocollages), a 'recursive interaction' between individual experiences 
and a simple software that supports to condense subjectivity. 
Questioning his own relations to languages, logics, dreams and social acts.

At present he is studying south-indian music, especially in form of the rhythmlanguage konnakol and its further experimental applications. 
He engages with  Anushaant Nayinai Wijayan (master of mridangam) to publicize its possibilities for didactics of rhythm 
(inspired also by the proposals of Rafael Reina). In 2018 he initiated ‘Netzwerk Konnakol’.

In his format 'aesthetic learningcontexts' he composes and presents the results of his artistic research, including lecturing and performing 
guests as 'intermezzi'.

prizes
winning soundart-piece at 'Karl Marx - wilde Lieder' international composition competition, 2018
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group, UK | Trier, GER ‘tetralemmatic roses for a birthday’ - with Elisabeth A. M. Kaiser (vocal performance)

first prize SC-Code-Marathon, ZKM Karlsruhe, 2013
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www.johanneswinkler.de
www.konnakol.de
www.guteklavierstunde.wordpress.com
YouTube: guteklavierstunde

contact@johanneswinkler.de

purchase prints

feel free to contact me in order to purchase prints:
Currently I am working on a first edition in different formats.
Some digital prints will be presented on my website in 2019.

(c) Johannes Winkler, 2019

Winkler, Johannes
subjective autocollages - Iteration III #311, 2018
digital print
manually numbered right bottom
price on demand
size: 21 x 29 cm - smaller formats are available


